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Abstract

Most enterprises have deficiencies in the information management of available product design history, which causes unable to directly identify the corresponding relation between structure and function, so the true local demand-varying design can't be really realized. To rapidly and efficiently solve the local demand-varying design, this study proposes the use of Structure-Solution-Effect-Function (S-S-E-F) mapping-based inverse method to solve the function structure of design history. The function structure of design history is obtained by constructing the inverse solving model of design history based on S-S-E-F mapping, then capture product design intent information. Moreover, the feasibility of the proposed method is verified by analyzing the function structure of forklift drive axle as an example.
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1. Introduction

Local demand-varying design, such as the generally accepted adaptive design and the variant design, occupies an important position in the field of product design. In local demand-varying design, most previous studies skipped function to resolve the demand-varying response issue by directly imitating or modifying the original structure. However, the function of product is directly related to the demands, modifying the structure of product can only implement simple imitation of others' design results, then the characteristics of existing product can't be thoroughly understood, the original design intent can't be also read, so the local demand-varying design can't be really achieved from the source.

Since most enterprises have deficiencies in the information management of referential product design history, there is the missing of data, process, decision-making basis, and design intent in different degree, which causes unable to directly identify the corresponding relation between structure and function. To achieve the real demand-varying design, the real design intent of the original designer must be obtained by reversing product function structure and identifying the corresponding relationship between structure and function of design history. Thus some parts of design history can be really transplanted to the new product when the designer understands the intent of the original design. So, identifying the corresponding relation between structure and function of design history by the Structure-Solution-Effect-Function mapping is the fundamental basis to realize local demand-varying design.

This paper proposes the use of S-S-E-F mapping-based inverse method to solve the function structure of design history, it starts from the product design history structure to gradually obtain the function structure of design history, which provides a good support for local demand-varying design.

2. Relevant Research

2.1 Traditional process of conceptual design

Product design based on functional requirements as a starting point is a solving process which searches function - structure scheme. At present, the typical mapping solving process model are as follows: the function-structure direct mapping model[1]; the function-behavior-structure mapping model[2-4]; the function - behavior - state mapping model[5]; the function-carrier mapping model[6-7]; the function-effect- solution mapping model[8]; Function modelling is a typical forward solving process that can only start from the function and then gradually find the design solution. These mapping solving models are suitable for a completely innovative design, but they cannot solve the inverse solving of the function structure in local demand-varying designs.

2.2 Research on the design intent capture

According to different sources, the design intent can be divided into two types. The first type refers to a designer’s purpose, decision, and design basis during the design. The second type refers to the intent of the designer implied in the design process. Most existing design intent capture methods...
formally express design intents by modeling. Yoko Ishino et al.[9] defined the design intent as the design standard and scale decided by the designer during the design process to complete the entire design, to construct the intent estimation model of the design process, and to capture the design intent by determining the weighting function of various performances. X William Xu et al.[10] defined design intent as the constraints and goals defined by the designers in computer-aided design (CAD) and the optimal design solution obtained through behavioral modeling to capture the design intent and to make repeated comparisons on the design results in accordance with the design intent. Ming Li et al.[11] proposed a new method for capturing the design intent by using symmetry in the approximated CAD model. Most recent studies on design intent capture have been conducted with the design process. Such design intent capture cannot effectively support the re-excavation of the design intent of the original products in the process of local demand-varying design. The inverse method proposed in this paper based on S-S-E-F mapping provides a better support for the re-excavation of the design history intent in local demand-varying design.

### 3. Modeling for the Inverse Solving Process

The mapping from structure to function is a very important process, in this process, it needs to analyze the original design intent to obtain the real function structure model. Shown in Figure 1, this paper puts forward the inverse solving process model based on structure - function mapping. According to the existing products structure, analyze and sort out the product structure model; Then introduce the input/output flows into the product structure model; Using the input/output flows of each structure as a retrieval condition to retrieve the effect in effect base, then the solution corresponding to each structure can be obtained, thus, the product structure model can be inverse solved to the solution model of design history. The solution contains its own effect, the function unit corresponding to the effect can be obtained by retrieving the effect base. Combine function unit to produce child function, thus the regeneration of the original function structure can be realized.

#### 3.1 The inverse solving method of structure to solution

Effect is generated for some reasons, which produces a particular scientific phenomena, and realizes the corresponding function by the principles prescribed by the law that changes input flows into output flows[12]. If the discrete effects are organized into an effect base, a function can be mapped to a solution by using the effect base in the innovation design. And in local demand-varying design, according to the input/output flows of the product structure, retrieve the effect in the effect base, the effect or effect group embodied in the carrier can be obtained. Accordingly, building a scientific and reasonable effect base is the key to solve the above problem. A effect base is builted in this paper. It mainly involves the following parameters: the effect number, effect name, the function that can be achieved by effect, the input/output flows of effect, an engineering example. Figure 2 shows the fragment of effect base.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect number</th>
<th>Effect definition</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Effect input</th>
<th>Effect output</th>
<th>Engineering example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E11</td>
<td>Friction effect</td>
<td>Transmit power</td>
<td>Force</td>
<td>Force</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E21</td>
<td>Leverage effect</td>
<td>Magnify power</td>
<td>Force distance</td>
<td>Force distance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Fragment of Effect Base

A specific product is composed of a group of components and a number of connections. Structure shows its bearing function effect through certain actions under certain environmental conditions. Product structures convert or transfer energy, material and information flows by certain behaviors to achieve the desired function. To get the solutions of product, the energy, material and signal flows converted or transferred by product structure should be introduced into the product structure model, and then the solutions of design history can be obtained under the support of effect base. Figure 3 shows that the solution structure of design history is obtained when introducing the input/output flows into the product structure model and retrieve the effect in the effect base.

Fig. 1. Voltage Stabilizer Block Diagram

Fig. 2. Fragment of Effect Base

Fig. 3. The Inverse Solving Process of Structure to Solution
3.2 The inverse solving method of solution to effect

After the inverse solving of structure to solution, the solution structure of design history can be obtained. The solution consists of a effect or effect group and the necessary geometrical and material characteristics added to the effect[13]. To solve the effect structure of design history, the geometrical and material characteristics in every solution should be removed, then extract the corresponding effect or effect group in the solution. According to the corresponding position of each solution in the solution structure, arrange each effect extracted from the solution, then the effect structure of design history can be obtained. Figure 4 shows the process that the solution structure of design history is reversed into the effect structure of design history.

3.3 The inverse solving method of effect to function

After getting the effect structure of design history, retrieve each effect of the effect structure in effect base, then each effect can get its relevant function unit. According to the corresponding position of each effect in the effect structure, arrange each function unit, then the function unit structure of design history can be obtained.

The total function of product is generally composed of several child functions, each child function can be divided into a number of discernible point function which respectively corresponds to several structure module of the entire product. Function structure is meaningfully, compatibly linked up by point functions[14]. The function units retrieved from the effect base are in the bottom of the functional decomposition tree, which can no longer be further decomposed. These function units can not provide strong support for designers to capture product design intent in the subsequent product design, so they should be further processed. The complete function structure model of product is obtained by aggregated the function units. Figure 5 shows the process that the effect structure of product is reversed into the function units structure of product, then the function units structure of product is reversed into the function structure.

4. Example Validation

Forklift drive axle is at the bottom of forklift driving system, its basic function is increasing the torque transmitted from drive shaft, allocating the power to the left and right driving wheels, and making the left and right driving wheels have the differential function required by kinematics. At the same time, drive axle also bears vertical force and horizontal force applying to the road surface and the frame of forklift[15]. The forklift drive axle is mainly composed of the main reducer, differential, half shaft, shell, etc. Figure 6 shows the forklift drive axle structure diagram.
solve the problem that the forklift design history management does not reach the designated position, the inverse solving method proposed above can be used to distinguish the corresponding relationship between the structure and function of forklift drive axle.

4.1 The solving of drive axle structure model to solution structure

In order to solve the solution structure of drive axle, the drive axle should be dismantled into drive axle decomposition tree, then connect the structure at the decomposition tree with assembly connections, finally the structure model of drive axle can be got. Introduce the energy, material and signal flows that the drive axle structure convert or transfer into the structure model of the drive axle, each solution corresponding to each structure can be obtained by retrieving the effect base. According to the corresponding position of each structure in the structure model, arrange each solution, thus the solution structure of drive axle can be obtained. Figure 7 shows the process that the structure model of drive axle is reversed into the solution structure of drive axle.

4.2 The solving of drive axle solution structure to effect structure

The solution consists of a effect or effect group and the necessary geometrical and material characteristics added to the effect. To solve the effect structure of drive axle, the geometrical and material characteristics of every solution in the solution structure of drive axle should be removed, then extract the corresponding effect or effect group in the solution of drive axle. According to the corresponding position of each solution in the solution structure, arrange each effect extracted from the solution, then the effect structure of drive axle can be obtained. Figure 8 shows the process that the solution structure of drive axle is reversed into the effect structure of drive axle.

4.3 The solving of drive axle effect structure to function structure

After getting the effect structure of drive axle, retrieve each effect of the effect structure in effect base, then each effect can get its relevant function unit. According to the corresponding position of each effect in the effect structure, arrange each function unit, then the function unit structure of drive axle can be obtained. Aggregate some functions units in the function units structure of drive axle, then the complete function structure model of drive axle is obtained. Figure 9 shows the process that the effect structure of drive axle is reversed into the function units structure of drive axle, the function units structure of drive axle is reversed into the function structure of drive axle.
5. Conclusions

(1) The function structure inverse solving method of design history based on S-S-E-F mapping can be used to realize the inverse solving of the product structure model to the function structure, and the original design intent can also be captured.

(2) The example of forklift drive axle explains that the function structure inverse solving method of design history based on S-S-E-F mapping has a certain auxiliary effect to identify the corresponding relationship between product structure model and function structure.

(3) Building a scientific and reasonable effects base is the basis and premise to realize the inverse solving of function structure of design history.
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